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INTRODUCTION
The Global refugee regime has its origins in the Inter-War years. “In the aftermath of the First
World War, the League of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (LNHCR) did not
represent a formal treaty-based regime but tried to develop ad hoc solutions to human
displacement.1 In contrast, the post-Second World War era has led to the development of a
formal, treaty-based regime with a surveillance mechanism. The contemporary regime is based
on, the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees, which defines who qualifies as a refugee
and the rights to which refugees are entitled.2 According to the 1951 Convention, refugees are
persons who, “owing to a well-founded fear of persecution on the grounds of race, religion,
nationality, or membership of a social group or political opinion, are outside the country of
their nationality”. They are people who flee their country because of human rights abuses or
conflict. They are therefore in need of what is referred to as ‘international protection’. Given
that their own state is unable or unwilling to ensure their access to their basic rights, they need
to seek them from another state or from the wider international community.3 The preamble of
the 1951 Refugee Convention puts emphasis on international cooperation to provide base for
an effective refugee regime. The Convention encompasses the rules, norms, principles, and
decision-making procedures that govern states’ responses to refugees. It also defines who is a
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refugee and rights thereto.4 Article 35 of the 1951 Convention gives UNHCR5 an explicit
mandate to monitor implementation of the Convention.”6 However, the growing prominence
of economic and survival migrants has driven a debate about whether the 1951 Convention
should be reopened and renegotiated.7 Perhaps that has driven a call to “rethink” the definition
of refugee.

GLOBAL REFUGEE REGIME
It has been reported by the UNHCR that 86 percent of the world refugees are in developing
regions.8 There are several reasons which deprive refugees from seeking their basic rights.
Countries like India have less capacity to accommodate asylum seekers or refugees due to lack
of space or financial instability followed by political reluctance. Lack of resources, fear of
crimes, public policy and order are among other reasons, as is an increasing dissatisfaction with
the level of burden-sharing with the richer states of the world. They argue that they receive
disproportionate support to overcome the extra expenditure associated with the presence of
large amounts of refugees.9 Hence, the existing regime, although effective, falls short in terms
of fulfilment of norms related to burden-sharing and rights of refugees. The norms are still
weak and discretionary.10 The existing global regime imposes larger responsibility on the
neighboring states than on those far off. Currently countries like Australia, U.K. are more
inclined towards extending protection to those who are within their proximity. To the contrary,
they also argue that protection should be provided in the country of origin.11 To this effect, the
U.K. has openly declared its wish towards sustainable migration. Also, currently, with a larger
number of Syrian people seeking protection, the existing refugee regime has given a new twist
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to the very definition of ‘refugee’. Several European countries are closing their borders to
refugees by making asylum conditional.
More than a million migrants and refugees crossed into Europe in 2015.12 In the first nine
months of 2015 alone, refugee influx raised net immigration to Germany to the record level of
more than one million. More than half of the asylum seekers came from Syria, Albania, Serbia,
Afghanistan and Iraq.13 Among the developed countries, Germany serves as a good illustration
for initiating a pro-refugee campaign.14 In spite of the anti-asylum mobilizations by the right
wing populist movement “Pegida”, there are several instances wherein civil society groups
extended support to asylum-seekers.15 The right to political asylum in Germany is based on
Article 16 of the German Basic Law (Art. 16 Grundgesetz (GG)).16 The admission procedure
for asylum seekers is governed by the Asylum Procedure Act (Asylverfahrensgesetz).

REFUGEE POLICY IN INDIA
Indian Law does not define the term ‘refugee’, and yet it is a country having a long practice of
welcoming refugees from all over the world. The Parsis were the first to enter India around the
10th century A.D. to escape Arab persecution in Persia which began in the 7th century. For the
same reason, Syrian Christians and Jews took refuge in India.17 On the other hand, among
developing countries, India serves as a good illustration for not initiating a pro-refugee
campaign. It has not signed the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the
status of refugees. There are refugees coming from China, Myanmar, Burma, Bhutan, Nepal,
Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Bangladesh and Sri lanka. The World Refugee Survey 2009, conducted
by the U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants, revealed that there are nearly 411,000
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refugees in India, out of which the largest number are from Tibet.18 As per the UNHRC, persons
of concern as of January 2014 are 197,850.19 It has been reported that in the State of Tamil
Nadu, there are 66,509 Sri Lankan refugees living in 110 camps and 2 special camps.20
Until today, India has dealt with the issue of ‘refugees’ only on a bilateral basis. India does
offer defacto protection to refugees. Refugees are treated as ‘foreigners’ and are extended
protection under the existing Indian laws, which are otherwise also applicable to all foreigners.
There are no special legislations dealing exclusively with the needs of refugees, but some
provisions21 of the Indian Constitution are equally applicable even to refugees. Additionally,
proposed bills for refugees’ protection were drafted in 1997,22 2006,23 and 201524, but the
Indian government rejected these bills on grounds of national security.
In India, refugees are governed by the Foreigners Act, 1946; Foreigners Order, 1948; Passport
Act, 1967 etc. In addition, the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973; Indian Penal Code, 1860; Indian
Evidence Act, 1872 are also applicable. Special laws to deal with refugees have been used
primarily by various State Governments.25 India is accountable to abide by the principle of
non-refoulment, the principle being a significant part of customary international law. This
principle is binding on every state irrespective of whether or not that state has ratified the 1951
Convention or its 1967 Protocol. The accountability is stronger due to India’s commitment as
a signatory to the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment. The Convention against Torture elaborately emphasises on the
adherence for respect towards customary international law and also to the principle of nonrefoulment.26
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JUDICIAL STAND
Furthermore, Courts have also provided a certain measure of socio-economic protection in
special circumstances.27 Courts have injuncted deportation proceedings and ordered the
release of individual refugees in order to provide an opportunity to approach the UNHCR
for refugee status determination or to allow resettlement to take place.28 Besides, India
has signed a number of international conventions that impinge upon its obligations towards
refugees. These include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948; the International
Convention on Civil and Political Rights, 1966; the International Convention on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, 1966; the International Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Racial Discrimination, 1966; the Convention Against Torture and Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 1984; and, the Convention for the Elimination of
all Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 1979.29 All these legislations do make provisions
for the rights and protection of refugees. However, the absence of any specific legislations
concerning, explains the apathy towards refugees.
The judiciary has somehow acknowledged the existence of refugees and their rights in India,
but the absence of uniform law on refugee protection has obstructed the UNHCR to set up
refugee processing centers in India, hence the Commissioner’s role in India is highly restricted.
The possible reasons as to why India’s accession to the 1951 Refugee Convention has never
come about could be inclusive of social, economic, political and cultural factors. In the words
of Myron Weiner, “borders in the South Asian region are highly permeable and that each South
Asian state lacks the political, administrative or military capacity to enforce rules with regard
to population entry. That the cross border movements of people in South Asia are known to
affect political stability, international relations and internal security, and not simply the
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provision of services to new arrivals or the composition and structure of the labor market. He
also opines that it is possible that refugee flows would result in or be seen as effecting change
in the religious or linguistic composition within the receiving area of the country.”30
However, B.S Chimni has made a defensible argument that India should always refrain from
acceding to the 1951 Convention, as it is violated by nations in the Global North in both the
letter as well as the spirit of the law. According to B.S. Chimni, India along with other South
Asian nations should argue that accession to the Convention be conditional.31

CONCLUSION
It cannot be denied that in the absence of a specific refugee law, the question as to who is a
refugee becomes more complex. But at the same time, the Indian refugee problem needs to be
understood in the context of South Asia’s unstable geopolitics and its volatile ethnicities. 32
Nevertheless, the NHRC is persistently insisting the Indian Government to abide by the
international law obligations pertaining to the protection of refugees and asylum seekers.33
Over the years, India has managed its migration flows by deciding to deal with the refugee
problem through administrative policy rather than as a legal requirement. There is a need
for a legal framework. Enacting a uniform legislation with a rights-based approach could serve
the purpose. This problem has also to do with the security of the nation. Hence, it is high time
that the Government of India realise the importance of the implementation of a national
legal frame work for refugees.
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